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Currently the best chronometer for metal-silicate separation 

is the extinct 182Hf-182W systematics [1-4].  In the previous stud-
ies, the Earth’s core could have separated from the silicate mantle 
within the first 30 million years of accretion, if Earth’s accretion 
was terminated by a giant impact for the formation of the Moon 
and accompanied by complete metal-silicate equilibration [1-3].  
In order to constrain the age of the core-mantle differentiation 
and of the Moon-forming giant impact in the Earth strictly, we 
should estimate W behavior between a metal phase and a silicate 
phase through the planetary formation.  To determine W isotopic 
fractionation for chondrites, achondrites, and iron meteorites 
have potential interpretation of planetary core-mantle differentia-
tion since possible scenario range form a metal-silicate differen-
tiation which may involve a magma ocean.  Moreover, the coor-
dination number change of W could occur during a metal-silicate 
separation.  In this study, an external correction technique using 
185Re/187Re ratio was applied in order to detect W isotopic frac-
tionation for various meteoritic materials. 

We have measured W isotope ratios for eleven iron meteor-
ites of various chemical groups (IAB, IIAB, IIIAB, IIICD, IVA, 
and IVB), six chondrites (CM2, CV3, H4, L4, and L5 groups), 
and an achondrite (Howardite).  Not only isotopic growth of 
182W/183W ratio due to radioactive decay of 182Hf, but also the 
variations in W isotopic ratios due to mass dependent isotopic 
fractionation (184W/183W and 186W/183W ratios) were determined 
by the internal and the external correction technique for mass 
discrimination effects of MC-ICP-MS [5].  For the radiogenic 
component (182W/183W ratio), resulting data for all meteoritic 
materials obtained here were consistent with the previously re-
ported data [3,4].  In the case of non-radiogenic components, re-
sulting 184W/183W and 186W/183W ratios were fractionated signifi-
cantly among the meteorite groups, and all the W isotope data 
obtained here fell close to a mass-dependent fractionation line 
(MFL) on three isotope diagram (plot 184W/183W against 
186W/183W ratios).  The 184W/183W and 186W/183W ratios for 
magmatic iron meteorites were identical to those for terrestrial 
igneous rocks.  Moreover, the 184W/183W and 186W/183W ratios for 
chondrites were slightly heavier than those for magmatic iron 
meteorites and terrestrial igneous rocks.  The 184W/183W and 
186W/183W ratios for an achondrite showed heavier isotopic fea-
ture from those for chondirtes.  This suggests the presence of iso-
topic fractionation of W through a metal-silicate segregation at 
the meteorite parental planetesimals, and that W isotopic ratios 
for terrestrial igneous rocks could be a result of mixing with the 
isotopically lighter-W, possibly originating from magmatic irons 
or the Earth’s core.  If this is the case, the timing of a giant im-
pact after the CAI formation could be significantly earlier (20-30 
Myr) than that currently accepted value (30 Myr ; [3]). 
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